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Abstract

Since multiple sclerosis (MS) has its onset at a young age, it is valuable to know how it affects life plans and future perspectives of patients. Through two narratives, this aspect is discussed in this article. The first is the autobiographical journal: *The Journal of a Disappointed Man* by WNP Barbellion, published in 1920, and the other one is from a contemporary patient. Despite the fact that both narratives are derived from different centuries, clear similarities have been perceived in the patients’ life plans and future perspectives. The narratives show that the life plans of both patients were adjusted due to physical limitations. Additionally, both patients experienced sorrows for losing the ability to perform passionate hobbies during their life. Moreover, a strong sense of uncertainty was expressed in both narratives concerning their future.
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Introduction

Chronic illness can influence the course of a patient’s life in undesired directions. When diagnosed with a lifelong disease at an early age, initial future hopes and dreams may be shattered. Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease which predominantly has its onset in young adults and can result in symptoms such as fatigue, sensory loss and coordination problems. However, there is a difference between the biomedical model which describes the ‘disease’ MS, and the subjectively self-perceived ‘illness’ due to MS. Repeatedly, studies have shown how MS patients score significantly lower than healthy controls in their perception of their quality of life. Still, insight into the authentic illness experience can only be given through the narratives of individual patients and is thus equally important, as the medical story, for the doctor to understand and treat the disease. As MS affects patients at a young age, it is valuable to see through patient narratives how it can affect life plans and future perspectives. Therefore, this article will attempt, through qualitative research, to elucidate this aspect of living with the disease by analyzing the biographic writings of WNP Barbellion: *The Journal of a Disappointed Man* (1920) and a case example of a present-day patient who has been interviewed for this purpose. We show that, despite the gap of about a century, both narratives display clear similarities concerning their life plans. Apparently, the impact of MS on the patient’s future perspectives has remained the same throughout the ages.

Historical and Contemporary Perspective

Many novels and biographies on MS have been written; Barbellion’s *The Journal of a Disappointed Man* (1920) is the first autobiographical journal about the disease. It is important to emphasize that despite the diagnostic and therapeutic improvements related to MS, this journal can still be a valuable source for understanding the patient’s experiences. Barbellion’s 20th century journal has been selected for analysis in this article, because it features
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excerpts from the author as a 13 year old until 2 years before his death at the age of 27. This way the reader becomes familiar with the author’s life before and during the disease directly through his observations in a chronological structure.9 Throughout the journal, the reader follows Barbellion’s difficult professional career as a naturalist and the development of his illness.

Barbellion’s journal has been compared with a contemporary narrative derived from an interview with ‘April,’ a 52-year-old Dutch woman who has been living with MS for approximately 30 years. To understand life plans and future perspectives, it is interesting to compare two narratives from ambitious patients, as it is our expectation that these persons often think about the future and plan their life in such a way as to fulfill their life goals. A disease like MS prevents or hinders certain goals from being achieved, thus making the limits of the patient’s life plans noticeable. April appeared to be suitable for the narrative analysis because of the similarities between her diagnosis history and that of Barbellion, as well as her ambitious personality.

Common Grounds
When comparing the two narratives, three main themes became apparent, and these will be addressed in this paper. First, there is the professional component in the life plans. Second, it appeared that the disease had taken away possibilities from the patients to exercise hobbies or other passions. Third, a feeling of uncertainty about the future was expressed in both narratives.

Professional Life Plan
It is easy to perceive that the narratives of both Barbellion and April stem from ambitious patients. Barbellion already described as a young boy, before any illness was present, how ambitious he was: ‘What heaps of things to be done! How short the time to do them in!’ (p12). Similarly, April expressed her eagerness to continue working against her doctor’s advice, although she had already received her diagnosis of MS. She continued to function as a nurse for several years until it became too exhausting for her. Forced by her illness, she eventually left her professional career, and focused since on an occupation which she found more worthwhile: motherhood. Determined to achieve a goal, she pictured that being a mother meant more to her than a professional aspiration: ‘For if I could not have children, I could basically do nothing.’. Despite a temporary worsening of symptoms during her pregnancy, she is currently a proud mother of two children, thereby achieving this major aim in her life. Similarly, Barbellion was forced to realize that his illness would not allow him to live a long life, thereby eliminating his chances to be successful at his chosen profession as a naturalist: ‘The haven of successful accomplishment remains as far off as ever. Oh make haste!’ (p105); ‘Why can’t I either have a first-rate disease or be a first-rate zoologist?’ (p106). In fact, the only way he could become a great scientist and simultaneously a celebrated author, was through a scientific literary study of himself as an MS patient, being the ‘pathology specimen’.8 Thus, he realized that his journal could be the only key to fame, and thereby his ‘fleet to immortality’?: ‘…Am developing a passionate belief in my book and a fever of haste to complete it before the congé définitif.’ (p81). In addition, he expressed his regret about the possibility that his journal, and with that, his entire existence, would remain unnoticed after his death: ‘It would be cruel if even after I have paid the last penalty, my efforts and sufferings should continue to remain unknown or disregarded.’ (p255). Apart from achieving literary fame, he also wanted his wife and daughter to have some income through the sales of his journal.7,8 Thus, both April and Barbellion expressed a desire to leave something behind of themselves, either through a printed journal, and the associated fame and income, or through progeny. These two unique examples reveal that initial professional plans get diluted because of physical limitations and are replaced by other goals in life.

Losses Experienced
It has previously been described that for an acute disease, plans and activities can temporarily be put on hold, but recommence once the disease period has passed. However, this so-called restitution narrative, does not seem to apply to chronic diseases.5 Once the sickness has forced a modification of the patient’s life plan, it is likely that
a grieving process will continue to exist over the original life plan.\textsuperscript{5} This aspect was clearly visible in the two narratives, as they indicate that at a certain moment in time, hobbies or passions could not be practised any longer. As an illustration, Barbellion’s greatest passion was writing. He expressed his regret about the disease, and the way it slowly appeared to take away his abilities: ‘It is a consummate vengeance this inability to write... How amusing that in this agony of isolation such an aggressive egotist as I should have his last means of self-expression cut off. I am being slowly stifled.’ (p303).\textsuperscript{6} Likewise, April mentioned the gradual progression of the disease as it took away her abilities and passions: ‘The disease takes away everything of oneself. I am currently facing the maximum of what I can tolerate.’ During an emotional part of the interview, April recalled her inability to practise horse riding due to her coordination problems; she declared this to be her biggest loss due to the disease, together with no longer being able to take care of her horse. Feelings of guilt prevailed as she said: ‘It is simply killing to realize that you can’t be there for your horse any longer.’

On a more positive note, April has developed a coping strategy to lighten the feeling of gradually losing her abilities. Instead of continuously relating to her limitations, she accepted her physical restraints and tries to focus on the activities which she is still able to do: ‘When I go walking, I know exactly when to take rests in order to not overburden my body. If I have done too much, I know the following day will be “payday”.’ Barbellion, on the other hand, stated that he was content with his misfortune: ‘We feel that a calamity by overtaking us has distinguished us from our fellows... A man with a grievance is always happy.’ (p68).\textsuperscript{6} He did think of his illness in a positive way at times: ‘It is fortunate I am ill in one way for I need not make my mind up about this war.’ (p181); Paradoxically, despite having MS, he lived relatively longer than his peers who were sent to the front during World War I. Barbellion expressed mixed emotions concerning this fact: ‘I feel almost ashamed of myself because I am not yet dead seeing that so many of my full-blooded contemporaries have perished in this war. I am so grateful for beinwede to live so long that nothing that happens to me except death could upset me much.’ (p213).\textsuperscript{5} As a last coping strategy, it has been speculated that by the mere act of writing his journal, it gave him an opportunity to express himself and retain his mental strength:\textsuperscript{7} ‘These precious journals! Supposing I lost them! It would be the death of my real self and... I should probably commit suicide.’ (p170).\textsuperscript{5}

**Uncertain Future**

Both patients expressed their uncertainty about their future. The disease course of MS is still difficult to predict for individual patients.\textsuperscript{10} Prognostically, there is little that can be offered to the patient and studies revealed this to be one of the greatest challenges for the individual.\textsuperscript{11} Barbellion, for example, expressed that: ‘The future has nothing for me.’ (p151).\textsuperscript{5} ‘I have never at any time lived with any sense of security.’ (p134). Barbellion was a follower of the egotist intellectual movement of the 20th century, and as a consequence he continuously asserted the importance of his individual being and awareness.\textsuperscript{7,8} This could be the reason that many fragments are about his death: ‘As an egotist I hate death because I should cease to be I.’ (p63).\textsuperscript{6} As reflected in his journal, it is obvious that initially he was afraid of death and ‘hated it bitterly. But now that my end is near and certain, I consider it less and am content to wait and see.’ (p286).\textsuperscript{6}

Similarly, April already expressed her uncertainty about the course of MS to her doctor as well: ‘Doctor, the crystal ball in which you look is turbid.’. When discussing her future, she accepted that there is no cure and would rather ‘continue slacking like this in this state, than deteriorate any further’.
It thus appears that she prefers to endure the current state of the disease, because it simultaneously gives her a sense of certainty. Progression of the disease would be very hard for her to accept, since she has a strong feeling that she has already given up so much of herself due to the disease: ‘If such a state may ever arise, I would ultimately desire euthanasia instead’. Similarly, Barbelling stated the same desire a century ago: ‘I wish I possessed the wherewithal to end it at my will. It would be well to be able to control this: the time, the place, and the manner of one’s exit.’(p286).6

A great deal of uncertainty might be due to the progressiveness and suddenness of the disease. April stated: ‘It simply happens to you. I never drank alcohol or smoked, I used to live a healthy and active life, so why me?... All of a sudden, I was blind.’ Likewise, Barbelling wished that ‘life were an art and not a lottery.’ (p266), thereby illustrating the acuteness of his misfortune.

Conclusions in Context

The most important results are that, at least for these two patients, initial professional life plans of MS patients appear to be diluted and adjusted due to progression of the disease. Additionally, both patients expressed disappointment about the progressive course of the disease, which took away their abilities to perform their original passions in life. Third, the future appeared uncertain for them due to the unpredictability of the disease. Living with such uncertainty can be difficult for patients, but it seems that sooner or later, a certain acceptance of the disease keeps them mentally stable.

In the past, there have been qualitative studies on the losses that are experienced by MS patients. These findings appeared to be similarly detectable in the physical and social component, as described by Barbelling and April. However, there have not been extensive studies yet on the life plans of MS patients. Although this study has only looked at two narratives, it confirms the importance of relating classic narratives with current-day patients, because many similarities between them prevail. On the whole, it could be a useful practice for practitioners to relate memorable literary narratives to narratives of their patients. Practitioners could improve their understanding and in that way inspire and support patients.
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